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Abstract:  
The research aims to: Simplifying the deal with perforated fabrics of Evening Wear to overcome Technical defects during sewing it by machine .By using Some Stitches of Hand Embroidery for reaching to highest level Quality of final Product from Evening Wear. So we identify some Variable researches : the used fabrics "Tulle - Lattice", Four types of Stitches "Lockstitch301– Simple Stem – Double Backstitch – Decorative Basting ", three density to Stitches " 3,4,5 Stitches /cm" and two types of Sewing seams "Simple seam S.Sa – English seam L.Sr" ,then Making Laboratory Tests to identify characteristics of fabrics "Sample of Study ", then Sewing The search Samples and making Tests and Measures to define Suitable Variables Which give highest level of Sewing Quality " Strength of seam – Capacity of seam performance".  

Results: There is Relationship between "Sewing seams – Used Stitches – Stitches density/cm" on sewing quality of the First material "Tulle". - There is Relationship between "Sewing seams – Used Stitches – Stitches density/cm" on sewing quality of the Second material "Lattice ". - Possibility of Employment Some Stitches of Hand Embroidery in Sewing the Perforated fabrics of Evening Wear.
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